CC1808 – HP M401/M425MFP/P2035/P2055 UNIVERSAL ENLARGED WASTE TONER HOPPER

HP has recently introduced new M401 and M425MFP printers which use new cartridges CF280A/X. These are similar to the current OEM cartridges used for the existing HP P2035/2055 Printers. T.P.E. has developed a truly universal HP M401/M425MFP/P2035/P2055 Universal Enlarged Waste Toner Hopper that allows one model of cartridge to work in all four printers. T.P.E. has taken out the differences and come up with a unique design of Universal Waste Section so the cartridge can now be interchangeable.

The HP M401/M425MFP and HP P2035/2055 starter cartridges come with a small capacity Waste Hopper which precludes the fitting of Enlarged Hoppers. If the T.P.E. Universal Enlarged Waste Hopper is fitted to the more readily available and cheaper low capacity starter HP M401/M425MFP (CF280A)/HP P2035/2055 (CE505A) cartridges sold with the printer, then enlarged feed hoppers can be fitted. The toner charge weight can be increased to 400 grms using a T.P.E. enlarged hopper.

The T.P.E. Universal Enlarge Waste Hopper comes complete with PCR saddles, springs and contact, recovery blade, all foams, Drum Bearing Plate, IC Chip Holder, Hinge Pin and O.P.C. Drum Pin. The IC Chip Holder is already heat sealed onto the Waste Hopper. The Drum Bearing Plate is designed to screw on for easy removal, and the hinge pins are headed to allow easy removal.

T.P.E. also offers a range of replacement parts for this series of cartridges including:

- CC1096 MAG ROLLER WIPERS (1 SET)
- CC1097 DOCTOR BLADE STABILIZER
- CC1098 MAG ROLLER STEPLESS BUSHES
- CC1099 SEAL EXIT PORT PLUG
- CC1206 LEFT/RIGHT STABILIZERS
- CC1390 RECOVERY BLADE
- CC1452 DOCTOR BLADE SEALING FOAM
- CC1466 MAG ROLLER CONTACT SPRING
- CC1520 LEFT END CAP WITH SCREWS
- CC1521 RIGHT END CAP WITH SCREWS
- CC1522 ‘X’ VERSION HIGH YIELD HOPPER
- CC1523 MAG ROLLER SEALING BLADE
- CC1526 CHIPS HOLDER
- CC1537 ENLARGED HOPPER
- CC1538 CARTRIDGE JOINING PINS
- CC1596 CARTRIDGE JOINING PINS
- CC1670 DRUM SHUTTER WITH SPRING
- CC1702 WASTE HOPPER "A" TO "X" CONVERSION EXTENSION
- TS1020 CLEAR SEAL